
 
 
FAQ - Body 
 
I am frightened of revealing myself and of being intimate with someone…what can I do? 
 
This is also a question that bothers a lot of people! And just as difficult to answer for 
everyone because everyone is different! So it would be wrong to give a quick answer to this 
question. But we would like to say this much: it is difficult to reveal ourselves with all our 
flaws, doubts and less than perfect bodies and souls! And that applies to everyone, whether 
they are cancer patients or not. Revealing yourself as a man or woman effectively means 
exposing yourself to potential criticism and also rejection. Nobody knows how someone else 
is going to react and that is something that can initially be quite frightening. That is why it is 
all the more important to first look at what we like about ourselves and why we think 
someone else should like us. And what you should always bear in mind is that people decide 
whether they are going to like someone in the first few seconds when they meet. So what 
do we focus on in these important first few seconds? Certainly not the size of someone’s 
breasts, a protruding or small chin…the scars that are usually hidden… the list is endless. 
Because even if we feel our weaknesses to be obvious and eye-catching, others don’t see 
them that way, or at least certainly not in those first few decisive seconds. We often go 
through the world with blinkers on and, through blurred glasses, see only people who don’t 
have the flaws we feel ourselves to have (whether small, big breasts or short or tall people, 
with beautiful skin, perfect teeth, etc). We then blot out all the people who have exactly the 
same problems we have. These are the only ones that are invisible to us… we see all the 
others who are so much more beautiful and more perfect than we are….So what is it that 
counts in those first few seconds?? A person’s aura, their eyes, their laugh, their warmth, 
etc… we only start noticing details when we have made our decision as to whether this is a 
person we are going to like or not. And the details are already coloured by our initial 
impression about whether the person appeals to us or not… and all other flaws are thus 
much less important to us…as a small mind game…but to have the chance to go into more 
details and, in particular, to be able to examine your particular situation, we would be happy 
to talk to you and work on this issue…so pluck up the courage to contact us – you are not 
alone! 


